
N2TH3 BIKE HASH No.3 - 13/09/97 
 
To Hell and Back! 
 
No-Hope-Grope did the right thing - honing his motor cycling skills must have been easier than 
heading out  of  Tai Mei Tuk on a torrid afternoon in early September on a N2TH3 bike hash set by 
the Cannondale Kid - Bernd. No motorbiking diversions or the call of the sirens for Bernd, there 
would be more than enough Lorelai Rocks to get off on in the steamy jungle above Wu Kau Tang! 
 
The heat was oppressive - even the mosquitoes were taking an afternoon nap - the sun was beating 
down from a brazen sky. Not a breath of wind ruffled the parasols at the Tai Mei Tuk Tea bar. The 
dog days of summer were grinding on. The assembled faithful paid homage to 51K’s exquisite riding 
machine, finished in Ferrari red and Lambourghini yellow, front and rear shocks, never ridden in the 
wet, glinting in the sullen afternoon heat. 
 
The talk was of  late arrivals - would Acorn make it from Singapore? Would Lok Sap Gow make it 
back from his birthday revelries in Shenzhen in time? As Faggot lit his third cigarette and Bo Peep 
sunk his second Heineken, nobody could have foreseen the apocalyptic events that were to unfold. 
Edna confessed that she had not ridden a bicycle since 1988. Rainman and Moby Richard were 
concerned that the bash might not be over by 6 o’clock so that they could get back to work on their 
respective night shifts. 
 
Fourteen cyclists set off from the Tai Mei Tuk Tea bar, riding past the Thai Restaurant that would be 
the venue for the On-On, after an eternity of untold agonies and a climb into.... oblivion! This bike 
bash was going to make the previous bash three weeks earlier, which inexplicably led through 2 PLA 
barracks and featured face to face confrontations with rifle toting PLA guards, not once , but twice, 
look like Noddy’s Toytown Trail with Big Ears. As we reached the shallow ramp up to the main road 
from the cycle track at the end of the line of Tai Mei Tuk restaurants, the gradient proved too much 
for poor Edna, who dismounted. After about 100m metres of level cycling, that was the end of her 
first bike bash! 
 
Then there were thirteen. 
 
As the pack set off up the steep hill on the Brides Pool Road at the end of the village, past the “No 
Cycling” sign, there was an unexpected sensation of warm raindrops on hot brows, even though the 
sun was still blazing down. The raindrops stopped as unexpectedly as they had started and the slog up 
the road to Brides Pool and Wu Kau Tang began in earnest. Then suddenly the sky went dark, there 
was a flash of light followed by a sound like an enormous whip being cracked about 50 feet above our 
heads, and within seconds the tranquil scene of the Plover Cove shoreline had been transformed into a 
blur of torrential rain and fast flowing rivulets. As the lightning flashed and the thunder roared we 
steamed on and up until, totally drenched, the pack reassembled at the top of the hill. At least, most of 
the pack did - Little Bo Peep was missing in action - again! Lok Sup Gow turned up in his car and 
volunteered for a search and rescue mission. 
 
And then there were twelve. 
 
The storm passed. The air was heavy with steamy vapour. Sodden branches dripped onto the 
rainwashed road below. The end of the tarmac was reached and it was time to head off onto the 
winding village paths of Wu Kau Tang. But not before Faggot had notched up the first bike hash crash 
of the day, skidding sideways on the slippery slope down to the bridge over the Brides Pool stream 
within 10 meters of coming off the tarmac. The pack became split into two groups. Niggled, at the 
head of the first group, disappeared into the hills. Bernd, the hare, lead the second group around the 
village - literally. Stupid idiots that we were, we thought that he had actually recceed the trail! After 
10 minutes of negotiating back yards and twisting paths, we found ourselves back where we started! 



A puzzled looking Bernd confessed that he had given Lok Sap Gow the map and now was not so sure 
of the route! After several abortive attempts at finding the correct path, Loco spotted some fresh tire 
tracks on a muddy path leading off into the undergrowth. The path, still slippery from the recent 
storm, twisted up the hillside over streams and boulders, through dripping jungle. This was not bike 
riding territory - more like trekking terrain where teams of sherpas and pack horses would have been 
more appropriate. The now useless machinery had to be hoisted onto aching shoulders for an 
inexorable ascent up interminable steps and muddy slopes on the climb into.... oblivion! At this point, 
Masterbates’ sexagenarian colleague must have wondered what he had been duped into. The relentless 
climb was taking toll on body and soul! 
 
At last the summit was reached and Niggled was duly cursed for not ensuring that the second group 
was on trail before speeding off into the hills. Faggot, having finished a well earned ciggy, mumbled 
about getting a head start and staggered off into the gloom. For gloom it was - the storm that had 
assaulted us on the Brides Pool Road had not dissipated, but was merely lulling us into a false sense 
of security, building up in strength before unleashing itself with renewed fury on the hills above Wu 
Kau Tang. As the pack began slithering down the tortuous descent from A Ma Wat to Kuk Po - it 
happened. ....Oblivion! There was a subliminal flash followed almost instantaneously by a terrible 
whipcrack hissing and sizzling across the trees. Then there was another, and another. The rain started 
cascading down, the sky closed in, the mountain side disappeared from view under a torrent of rain 
and swirling cloud. The trail, which minutes before had been a slippery but visible boulder strewn 
muddy track, disappeared and was replaced by a torrent of frothing brown water gushing helter skelter 
down the hillside. 
 
Oh shit! Another whipcrack hissed at treetop level. Is this what bike bashes were all about - carrying 
bikes on aching shoulders through a raging deluge down treacherous hillsides? The world had become 
a dark tunnel of rain lashed trees through which a brown torrent was boiling  and churning into the 
valley below. Too damn right! This was life on the wild frontier with the Northern New Territories 
Bike Hash - Probably the Best Bike Hash in Hong Kong!  
 
As suddenly as it had started, it was over. The welcoming site of the village came into view. The rain 
stopped. The clouds dissipated. The hash regrouped. But where was that gallant sexagenarian - still 
battling with the elements on the hillside above? Masterbates elected to remain to search for his fallen 
colleague. 
 
And then there were ten. 
 
The ride along the shoreline to Luk Keng was a world apart from the rainswept oblivion of the hills 
above. No longer were the bikes useless lumps of machinery weighing down aching shoulders. Now 
was the time to enjoy the scenery - and the beers beckoned at the Luk Keng DPD. The hashers 
straggled in, rain soaked, mud splattered, but exultant. The first drinks did not touch the sides of 
parched throats as they went down. Lok Sap Gow had appeared with the lost sheep, Bo Peep and 
Edna. All was sweetness and light once more. “Is that it then - back up the road to Tai Mei Tuk?”, 
someone innocently asked. “Well, actually, no”, said Bernd, “we are about one third of the way 
round.” Expressions of incredulity appeared on previously jubilant faces. 51K said he had to “get 
back”. Well, he had certainly christened his new machine! Rainman having delivered, on his first 
appearance with the bikers, the most ferocious thunderstorm to hit a bike hash, decided it was time to 
return to work on the night shift. 
 
And then there were eight. 
 
The remaining mud splattered, battle hardened bikers set off down the road towards Hok Tau. After 
surviving the purgatory of HGVs and PLBs on the Shau Tau Kok Road for what seemed like an 
eternity, it was time to head off into the villages and hills once more. The thought of this was too 



much for Moby Richard and Faggot, who elected to continue on level tarmac for the remainder of the 
trip. 
 
And then there were six. 
 
By now the pack was down to the hard-core of fitness fanatics astride professional machinery - all, 
that is, except for Loco, puffing and wheezing along on his rentabike bringing up the rear. After a 
gentle run along village footpaths it was into the Hok Tau Reserve and a slog up the reservoir road to 
the trail across to Sha Lo Tung. More back breaking ascents up slippery stone steps, with bikes 
shoulder high,  followed until finally the village of Cheung Uk was reached, and a little level riding 
before the winding descent to Tai Po Industrial Area. 
 
The concrete track down to the Ting Kok Road had a special memory for Niggled. 9 months earlier 
while speeding down the same track, he had met a car coming the other way and somersaulted over 
his handlebars into the ditch, breaking his wrist. As the weary bikers freewheeled down the road, 
elated by the thought that the On On was only a level cycle track away, fate struck again. On the same 
curve that Niggled had met his doom 9 months before, Short Cut’s bike slid from under her on a patch 
of green slime - bike and rider ending in a tangled heap on the ground. Luckily there was nothing 
more serious than a few grazes and then it was on down at a more restrained pace to the main road 
and blessed relief.  
 
The magnificent six who survived the course were Acorn, Sick Old Wanker, Bernd, Niggled, Short 
Cut and Loco. The On On was a sumptuous banquet of tasty Thai dishes at Tai Mei Tuk washed down 
with copious table down-downs. The talk was not of whether to risk another bike bash, but how soon 
could someone organise the next one! On On! 
 
PS: It has since come to the attention of your scribe that Rainman undertook the bike bash wearing a 
pair of Velcro Lip’s panties under his running shorts. His pathetic explanations - about dressing in a 
hurry - met with knowing looks of disbelief the following day and he was awarded a down down for 
being the first cross-dressing bike hasher in the Northern New Territories! 


